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Abstract The nuclear shell model predicts that the next doubly magic shell clo-
sure beyond 208Pb is at a proton number Z=114, 120, or 126 and at a neutron
number N=172 or 184. The outstanding aim of experimental investigations is the
exploration of this region of spherical ‘SuperHeavy Elements’ (SHEs). Experimental
methods have been developed which allowed for the identification of new elements
at production rates of one atom per month. Using cold fusion reactions which are
based on lead and bismuth targets, relatively neutron-deficient isotopes of the ele-
ments from 107 to 113 were synthesized at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany, and/or at
RIKEN in Wako, Japan. In hot fusion reactions of 48Ca projectiles with actinide
targets more neutron-rich isotopes of the elements from 112 to 116 and even 118
were produced at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions (FLNR) at the Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna, Russia. Recently, part of these
data which represent the first identification of nuclei located on the predicted island
of SHEs were confirmed in two independent experiments. The decay data reveal
that for the heaviest elements, the dominant decay mode is α emission rather than
fission. Decay properties as well as reaction cross-sections are compared with results
of theoretical studies. Finally, plans are presented for the further development of the
experimental set-up and the application of new techniques. At a higher sensitivity,
the detailed exploration of the region of spherical SHEs will be in the center of
interest of future experimental work. New data will certainly challenge theoretical
studies on the mechanism of the synthesis, on the nuclear decay properties, and on
the chemical behavior of these heaviest atoms at the limit of stability.

1 Introduction

Searching for new chemical elements is an attempt to answer questions of
partly fundamental character: How many elements may exist? How long is
their lifetime? Which properties determine their stability? How can they be
synthesized? What are their chemical properties? How are the electrons ar-
ranged in the strong electric field of the nucleus?

Searching for new elements beyond uranium by the process of neutron cap-
ture and succeeding β− decay, Hahn and Straßmann [1] discovered a novel
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disintegration mode which they assigned to the possibility that a heavy nu-
cleus might ‘divide itself into two nuclei’. The correct interpretation of the
observed phenomena was given by Meitner and Frisch [2], and the term ‘fis-
sion’ was coined for this process. By applying the charged liquid-drop model
of the nucleus [3, 4], nuclear fission was explained, and it was shown that this
disintegration mode will most likely limit the number of chemical elements.
At that time, the maximum number of elements was expected to be about
100. Such an estimate results from the balance of two fundamental nuclear
parameters, the strength of the attractive nuclear force which binds neutrons
and protons together and creates a surface tension, and the repulsive electric
force.

The properties of nuclei are not smooth uniform functions of the proton
and neutron numbers, but show non-uniformities as evidenced by variations in
the measured atomic masses. Like the electrons in an atom, also the nucleons
in a nucleus – described by quantum mechanical laws – form closed shells
called ‘magic’ numbers. At the magic proton or neutron numbers 2, 8, 20, 28,
50, and 82, the nuclei have an increased binding energy relative to the average
trend. For neutrons, N=126 is also identified as a magic number. However,
the highest stability is observed in the case of the ‘doubly magic’ nuclei with a
closed shell for both protons and neutrons. Amongst other special properties,
the doubly magic nuclei are spherical and resist deformation.

The magic numbers were successfully explained by the nuclear shell
model [5–7], and an extrapolation into unknown regions was thus undertaken.
The numbers 126 for the protons and 184 for the neutrons were predicted to
be the next shell closures. Instead of 126 for the protons also 114 or 120 were
calculated as closed shells. The term superheavy elements (SHEs) was coined
for these elements.

The prediction of magic numbers, although not unambiguous, was less
problematic than the calculation of the stability of those doubly closed shell
nuclei against fission. As a consequence, predicted half-lives based on various
calculations differed by many orders of magnitude [8–14]. Some of the half-lives
approached the age of the universe, and attempts have been made to discover
SHEs occurring in nature [15, 16]. Although the corresponding discoveries
were announced from time to time, none of them could be substantiated after
more detailed inspection.

There was also great uncertainty on the production yields for SHEs.
Closely related to the fission probability of SHEs in the ground state, the
survival of the compound nuclei formed after complete fusion was difficult to
predict. Even the best choice of the reaction mechanism, fusion or transfer
of nucleons, was critically debated. However, as soon as relevant experiments
could be performed, it turned out that the most successful methods for the
laboratory synthesis of heavy elements are fusion–evaporation reaction using
heavy-element targets, recoil-separation techniques, and the identification of
the nuclei by generic ties to known daughter decays after implantation into
position-sensitive detectors [17–19].
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The newly developed detection methods considerably extended the range
of half-lives that can be reached by experiment. The lower half-life limit of
about 1 μs is determined by the flight time through the separator whereas the
upper limit of about one day is given by the rate of implanted reaction prod-
ucts and background considerations. The detectors are sensitive for measuring
all radioactive decays based on particle emission like proton radioactivity, α
and β decay, and spontaneous fission (SF).

A further extension of the measuring possibilities was achieved with γ-ray,
X-ray, or particle detectors mounted around the target. If these detectors are
operated in delayed coincidence with signals from the implantation of reaction
products and their radioactive decay in the focal plane of the separator, the
sensitivity of ‘in-beam’ spectroscopy is significantly improved. This so-called
recoil-decay-tagging (RDT) method was first applied in a study of the heavy
ion radiative capture mechanism using the reaction 90Zr + 90Zr→ 180Hg [20].
Meanwhile the method has become a standard tool in nuclear in-beam spec-
troscopy.

In the following sections a detailed description is given for the set-ups of the
physics experiments used for the investigation of SHEs. Moreover, chemistry
methods are described which were used in recent discoveries of new isotopes
in the heavy element region or in confirmation experiments. Experiments are
presented, in which cold and hot fusion reactions were used for the synthesis of
SHEs. These experiments resulted in the identification of elements 107–112 at
the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI), in the production of a new
isotope of element 113 at the RIKEN laboratory in Wako, Japan, and in the
recent synthesis of neutron-rich isotopes of element 112 and the identification
of the new elements from 113 to 116 and 118 at the Flerov Laboratory of Nu-
clear Reactions (FLNR) at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in
Dubna, Russia. We also report on synthesis of new isotopes and confirmation
experiments performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
in Berkeley, USA. Recent results are reported from spectroscopy experiments
in-beam as well as in the focal plane of separators. Of great interest for such
studies are isomeric states which are located in the regions of deformed heavy
nuclei near Z=100, N=152 and Z=108, N=162. The subsequent sections
contain a theoretical description of properties of nuclei in the region of SHEs
and phenomena which influence the yield for the synthesis of SHEs. Empirical
descriptions of hot and cold fusion reactions are outlined. Finally, a summary
and an outlook are given.

2 Experimental Techniques

2.1 Ion Source and Accelerator

First attempts to synthesize transuranium elements were based on the idea to
produce nuclei by neutron capture, which β− decay into an isotope of the next
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heavier, so far unknown element. Up to fermium, this method made it possible
to climb up the periodic table element by element. While from neptunium to
californium, some isotopes can be produced in amounts of kilograms or at least
grams in high neutron flux reactors, the two heaviest species, 254Es and 257Fm,
are available only in quantities of micrograms and picograms, respectively. At
fermium, however, the method ends due to the lack of β− decay and too
short α and fission half-lives of the heavier elements. Sufficiently thick enough
targets cannot be manufactured from these elements.

The region beyond fermium is best accessible using heavy-ion fusion re-
actions, the bombardment of heavy-element targets with heavy ions from an
accelerator. The cross-section is less than in the case of neutron capture, and
values are considerably below the geometrical size of the nuclei. Moreover,
only thin targets with thicknesses of the order of 0.5 mg/cm2 can be used.
This limitation arises from the energy loss of the ion beam in the target,
which results (using thicker targets) in an energy distribution that is too wide
for both the production of fusion products and their in-flight separation. On
the other hand, the use of thin targets in combination with well defined beam
energies from accelerators results in unique information about the reaction
mechanism. The data are obtained by measuring excitation functions, i.e.,
the yield as a function of the beam energy.

Various combinations of projectiles and targets are in principle possible for
the synthesis of heavy elements: Actinide targets irradiated by light projec-
tiles of elements in the range from neon to nickel, targets of lead and bismuth
irradiated by projectiles from calcium to krypton, and symmetric combina-
tions like tin plus tin up to samarium plus samarium. Also inverse reactions
using, e.g., lead or uranium isotopes as projectile are possible and may have
technical advantages in specific cases.

Historically, the first accelerators used for the production of heavy elements
were the cyclotrons in Berkeley and later in Dubna. They were only able
to accelerate light ions up to about neon with sufficient intensity and up
to an energy high enough for fusion reactions. Later on, larger and more
powerful cyclotrons were built in Dubna for the investigation of reactions
using projectiles near calcium. These were the U300 and U400 cyclotrons,
which have 300 and 400 cm diameter. In Berkeley a linear accelerator HILAC
(Heavy Ion Linear ACcelerator), later upgraded to the SuperHILAC, was
built. The shutdown of this accelerator in 1992 led to a revival of heavy element
experiments at the 88-inch Cyclotron at Berkeley. Aiming at the acceleration
of ions as heavy as uranium, the UNILAC (UNIversal Linear ACcelerator)
was constructed in Darmstadt, Germany, during the years 1969–1974 [21].

In order to compensate for the decreasing cross-sections of the synthesis
of heavy elements, increasing beam currents are needed from the accelerators.
In the following efforts are described aiming to improve the facilities for ex-
periments at low-projectile energies at the UNILAC at the end of the 1980s.
A new high-charge injector was built including a 14-GHz-ECR (electron cy-
clotron resonance) CAPRICE-type ion source [22]. The ion source is followed
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by a radio-frequency quadrupole and an interdigital H-structure accelerator
that provide a beam energy of 1.4 MeV/u (MeV per mass unit u) for direct
injection into the Alvarez section of the UNILAC. The advantages, compared
to the previously used Penning ion source, are:

(1) Low consumption of material (≈ 0.2–4 mg/h).
(2) High-beam intensity provided over extended time periods.
(3) A high-quality beam of low emittance, halo free, and of well-defined

energy.

The high-beam quality is a result of the high-ionic charge state attained,
e.g., 10+ in the case of 70Zn [23]. This charge state is maintained throughout
the acceleration process as an increase by stripping of electrons is unneces-
sary. A reduction of the projectile background behind the recoil separator is
partially due to the increased beam quality.

The beam energy is variable and defined by a set of single resonators.
The relative accuracy of the beam energy is ±0.003 MeV/u. The absolute en-
ergies are accurate to ±0.01 MeV/u. This high accuracy is sufficient for the
measurement of narrow excitation functions, as observed for the one-neutron
and two-neutron emission channels in reactions for the production of heavy
elements. Beam energies are determined by time-of-flight measurements using
pick-up coils. Recently, an independent method based on so-called cusp elec-
trons was developed [24]. The relative accuracy of this method is ±1×10−3.
The measuring equipment is transportable and could thus help to solve un-
certainties related with energy measurements at different accelerators.

The beam intensities are rather high. For example, the following values
could be obtained at the target: 1.6 particle-μA for 48Ca10+, 4.0 particle-
μA for 40Ar8+, 1.2 particle-μA for 58Fe8+, and 0.4 particle-μA for 82Se12+

(1 particle-μA = 6.24× 1012 ions/s). The given values represent mean cur-
rents reached on target at a duty factor of 28% (5.5 ms wide pulses at 20 Hz
repetition frequency). In the case of rare isotopic abundance, the source ma-
terial was enriched to reach a concentration higher than 90%.

2.2 Targets

High-beam currents, in turn, demand a high resistance of the targets. The
present target technology uses target wheels which rotate with high speed
through the beam. In general, the beam intensity is limited by the melt-
ing point of the target material. In some cases higher melting point can be
achieved by using chemical compounds or alloys. Already successfully tested
is a PbS target (melting point 1118◦C) produced by depositing the target
material on a carbon backing [25]. By heating the backing during evaporation
(up to about 300◦C), the formation of a crystalline needle structure of PbS,
which would result in uncontrolled energy loss of the projectiles, is avoided.
Using the ‘heated’ PbS target, a 1n excitation function was measured, which
was identical to the previously measured one obtained with a metallic lead
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target. These targets were irradiated with 54Cr beam with an intensity of up
to 1.2 particle-μA at a 28% duty factor without observable damage. Other
examples of high melting-point compound targets which have already been
experimentally tested, are BiO2 and UF4. In the case of uranium targets, the
elementary metallic uranium has a higher melting point, i.e., 1132◦C com-
pared to 960◦C of UF4. However, the production of the target by sputtering
of the material on a thin carbon foil is more complicated than the evaporation
of UF4 [26]. The advantage of high-temperature targets is the increased ra-
diative cooling which makes the application of more complicated gas cooling
superfluous. However, gas cooling has to be used in the case of targets of low-
melting point. The cooling medium can be a stream of helium, blown with
low pressure (1–10 mbar) from both sides in the direction of the beam spot.
The cooling effect of a gas acting on a target is well known from gas-filled
separators and helium-jet systems, where the beam currents can be increased
by a factor 5–10 compared to targets in vacuum.

The gas-cooled target must be used in experiments where only targets of
low-melting point are available or have to be used for experimental reasons.
At highest beam intensities, the gas cooling method is also interesting in cases
where the target material is not available in gaseous or liquid form or where
radioactive, fixed targets are used, e.g., curium or californium.

A crucial item is also the intensity distribution of the beam across the
target. Quadrupoles as ion-optical elements allow only for a Gaussian-shaped
beam intensity profile. Thus the highest power load still occurs in the center
region and tails at the outer areas. Therefore the target most likely melts in
the middle, whereas the tail of the intensity distribution causes background
when hitting the target frame. The intensity distribution can be optimized
using an octupole doublet in the beam line in addition to the quadrupoles.
With the use of these magnets an almost rectangular intensity distribution
should be achievable [27].

The beam intensity distribution and the resulting temperature distribution
across the target can be monitored by an infrared video camera. The target
thickness can be controlled on-line by registration of elastically scattered pro-
jectiles. A precise two-dimensional thickness measurement was developed by
using a narrow beam of electrons of 20 keV energy [28]. This method is based
on measuring the reduction of the electron beam intensity due to scattering
at the target material.

2.3 Recoil-Separation Techniques

The identification of the first transuranium elements was achieved by chemical
means. In the early 1960s separation and transport techniques were developed
which allowed for detection of nuclei with lifetimes down to a few tenth of
seconds at high sensitivity. A further improvement of the physical methods
was obtained with the development of recoil separators and large area position-
sensitive detectors. As a prime example for such instruments, we will describe
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Fig. 1. The velocity filter SHIP (separator for heavy ion reaction products) and its
detection system [17–19] as it was used for the study of element 110 in 1994. The
drawing is approximately to scale, however, the target wheel and the detectors are
enlarged by a factor of 2. The length of SHIP from the target to the detector is 11m.
The target wheel has a radius up to the center of the targets of 155 mm. It rotates
synchronously with beam macrostructure at 1,125 rpm [29]. The target thickness
is usually 450 μg/cm2. The detector system consists of three large area secondary-
electron time-of-flight detectors [30] and a position-sensitive silicon-detector array
(see text and Fig. 2). The flight time of the reaction products through SHIP is
1–2 μs. The filter, consisting of two electric and four magnetic dipole fields plus two
quadrupole triplets, was later extended by a fifth deflection magnet, allowing for
positioning of the detectors away from the straight beam line and leading to further
reduction of the background (See also Plate 15 in the Color Plate Section)

the SHIP and its detector system, which were developed at the UNILAC (see
Fig. 1). The principle of separation and detection techniques used in most of
the other laboratories is comparable.

In contrast to the recoil-stopping methods, as used in helium-jet systems
or mass separators where ion sources are utilized, recoil-separation techniques
use the ionic charge and momentum of the recoiling fusion product obtained
in the reaction process. Spatial separation from the projectiles and other re-
action products is achieved by combined electric and magnetic fields. The
separation times are determined by the recoil velocities and the lengths of
the separators. They are typically in the range of 1–2 μs. Two types of recoil
separator have been developed: (1) The gas-filled separators use the differ-
ent magnetic rigidities of the recoils and projectiles travelling through a low
pressure (about 1 mbar) gas-filled volume in a magnetic dipole field [31]. In
general, helium or hydrogen is used in order to obtain a maximum difference
in the rigidities of slow reaction products and fast projectiles. A mean charge
state of the ions is achieved by frequent collisions with the atoms of the gas.
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(2) Wien-filter or energy separators use the specific kinematic properties of
the fusion products. The latter ones are created with velocities and energies
different from the projectiles and other reaction products. Their ionic charge
state is determined when they escape from a thin solid-state target into vac-
uum. A whole charge state distribution is created with a width of about ±10%
around the mean value. Therefore, ionic-charge achromaticity is essential for
high transmission. It is achieved by additional magnetic fields or symmetric
arrangements of electric fields.

2.4 Detectors

Recoil separators are designed to filter out nuclei produced in fusion reactions
with a high rate of transmission. Since higher separation yield also leads to
increased background level, the transmitted particles have to be identified by
detector systems. The detector type to be selected depends on the particle
rate, energy, decay mode, and half-life. Experimental as well as theoretical
data on the stability of heavy nuclei show that they decay by α emission
or electron capture (EC) or SF, with half-lives ranging from microseconds
to days. Therefore, silicon semiconductor detectors are well suited for the
identification of nuclei and for the measurement of their decay properties.

If the total rate of ions striking the focal plane of the separator is low the
particles can be implanted directly into the silicon detectors. Using position-
sensitive detectors, one can measure the local distribution of the implanted
particles. In this case, the detectors act as diagnostic elements to optimize
and control the ion optical properties of the separator.

Given that the implanted nuclei are radioactive, the positions measured
for the implantation and all subsequent decay processes are the same. This is
the case because the range of implanted nuclei, α particles, recoiling daughter
nuclei, and fission products is small compared with the detector thickness.
Recording the data event by event allows for the analysis of delayed coin-
cidences. Thus, by inspecting the implantation and decay positions and the
time windows between implantation and decay, decay chains can be identified.

This method was developed and tested in experiments investigating
neutron-deficient α emitters and proton radioactivity near N=82 [18]. Sub-
sequently, the detector system was enlarged [32], and an array of seven
position-sensitive silicon detectors was used in the identification of the ele-
ments bohrium, hassium, and meitnerium [33]. Finally an even larger system
was built at the SHIP in order to search for elements beyond meitnerium [34].

The new detector system is composed of three time-of-flight detectors,
seven identical 16-strip silicon wafers, and three germanium detectors. A three-
dimensional view of the detector arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, together
with a cross-section drawn to scale. In front of the silicon detectors, there is a
mechanism for inserting calibration sources and degrader foils. The thickness
of the foils (Mylar) can be varied in increments of 0.5 μm in order to facilitate
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Fig. 2. Present detector set-up at SHIP. For details see text

the absorption of low-energy projectiles and reduce the implantation energy,
thus avoiding pile-up effects on the signals.

The active area of each silicon wafer is 35×80 mm2. Each of the 16 strips is
5 mm wide and position-sensitive in the vertical direction with a spatial reso-
lution of 150 μm FWHM for α-decay events. For that reason, the stop detector
is equivalent to 3,700 single detectors, each of them having an active area of
0.15×5 mm2. The energy resolution of new detectors is 14 keV (FWHM) for
α particles from a 241Am source or α decays of implanted nuclei. If the reso-
lution declines below a level of approximately 35 keV, which usually happens
after about 2 years of operation, the stop detector is replaced. Six wafers are
mounted like a box in the back hemisphere facing the stop detector. They
measure escaping α particles or fission fragments with a solid angle of 80%
of 2π. In the case of the box detectors, neighboring strips are connected gal-
vanically, forming 28 energy sensitive segments. Thus, the direction of the
escaping α particle or fission fragment can be roughly retraced. All silicon
detectors are cooled to –15◦C. The energy resolution obtained by summing
the energy-loss signal from the stop detector and the residual energy from the
box detector is 40 keV for α particles.

In this way lifetimes as short as 20 μs are measured with sufficient posi-
tion and energy resolution by using fast ADCs (analog-to-digital converters,
3.5 μs conversion time) and a fast ADC multiplexer system (AMUX) with a
front-end data buffering in an event queue with a length of 400 events on
AMUX modules [35]. The dead time of about 20 μs corresponds to the total
widths of the detector signals. These are determined by the shaping-time con-
stants of 0.3 μs for the position signals and 2.0 μs for the energy signals. The
energy signals are obtained by summing the two preamplifier signals of each
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individual strip. The shorter position signals are also used to obtain the en-
ergy information for the 3–20 μs range. If two events appear within 20 μs, the
signals of the second event (energy, position, and time-to-amplitude converter
signal) are shifted beyond the dead-time of the first event by a constant delay
of 50 μs.

The set-up is completed by a silicon-veto detector and a germanium-clover
detector, both mounted behind the stop detector. The clover detector is sep-
arated from the SHIP vacuum by a 1 mm thick aluminium window. The ar-
rangement consists of four germanium crystals, each with a diameter of 50 mm
and a length of 70 mm.

The germanium detectors measure X-rays or γ-rays that are coincident
with signals from the silicon detectors within a time window of 4 μs. This
allows for the detection of α transitions to excited levels in the daughter nu-
cleus, which decay by γ-ray emission. In the case of an electron conversion
process characteristic X-rays may be emitted, which would allow for a clear el-
ement identification. Although the probability for detecting coincident events
is small, the germanium detectors provide useful spectroscopic information if
the cross-sections are of the order of nanobarns or higher.

Three secondary-electron time-of-flight foil detectors are mounted at dis-
tances of 780, 425, and 245 mm upstream of the silicon detectors and the
degrader stack [30]. Two foils made of 30 μg/cm2 thick carbon are needed for
each detector. Between the foils an electric potential of ≈4 kV is applied in
order to accelerate electrons emitted from the first foil during the passage
of heavy ions. Perpendicularly, a magnetic field is applied in order to bend
the electrons onto a channel plate for further amplification. The foils are self-
supporting and the transmission of electrons from the foils to the channel
plate is close to 100%. The detector signals are used to distinguish implanta-
tion from radioactive decays of previously implanted nuclei. Three detectors
are used to increase detection efficiency. Because of the high efficiency of
each of these detectors, the background in the decay spectra due to implan-
tation of heavy ions is suppressed by a factor of 1,000, and the time window
for measuring generic parent–daughter decays is significantly prolonged. The
time resolution of the foil detectors is about 0.8 ns (FWHM), which is small
enough that, taking the energy signals from the silicon detector into account,
a rough mass assignment with an accuracy of ±10% for the implanted ions is
achievable.

The establishment of a generic link of signals from radioactive decays to
known daughter decays provides a method for unambiguous identification of
the unknown parent isotope. Ghiorso et al. [36] originally applied this method
when they identified 257Rf and 258Rf by ‘milking’ their daughter nuclides,
253No and 254No. In measurements at recoil separators, the event chain already
starts with the implantation of the produced nuclide. The measured signals
deliver time-of-flight, moment, energy, and position of implantation into the
silicon detector. In an ideal case, a sequence of α-decay signals follows. From
each decay, the time, energy, and position are again measured, but no signal
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is obtained from the time-of-flight detectors. The chain ends due to SF or long
half-life of the decay products. The longest half-life that can be reached by
this method is solely determined by the background conditions or, in the case
of high fusion cross-sections, by the rate of implanted evaporation residues.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Elements Produced in Cold-Fusion Reactions

In this section, we present results dealing with the synthesis of elements 107–
113 using cold-fusion reactions based on lead and bismuth targets. A detailed
presentation and discussion of the GSI-SHIP results on the decay properties
of elements 107–112 was given in previous reviews [19, 33, 37]. The results
of experiments at RIKEN on the confirmation of elements 110–112 and the
first production of an isotope of element 113 using a cold-fusion reaction were
published in [38–42]. Known elements and their position in the periodic table
of the elements are shown in Fig. 3. An overview of nuclei in the region
of SHEs, which are known to date, is given in the partial chart of nuclides
displayed in Fig. 4.

Bohrium, element 107, was the first new element synthesized at SHIP us-
ing the method of in-flight recoil separation and generic correlation of parent–
daughter nuclei. The reaction used was 54Cr + 209Bi → 263Bh*. Five decay
chains of 262Bh were observed [45]. The next lighter isotope, 261Bh, was syn-
thesized at a higher beam energy [46]. Additional data were obtained from the
α decay of 266Mt [47], and the isotope 264Bh was identified as granddaughter
in the decay chain of 272Rg [48, 49]. The isotopes 266Bh and 267Bh were pro-
duced using the hot-fusion reaction 22Ne + 249Bk → 271Bh* [50, 51]. These
nuclei were used for a study of the chemical properties of bohrium.

A new isotope of bohrium, 265Bh, was synthesized in 2003 at the Heavy Ion
Research Facility (HIRFL) in Lanzhou, China [52]. It was produced in a 4n
evaporation channel using the hot-fusion reaction 26Mg + 243Am→ 269Bh*.
For completeness we add here that the identification of the new isotope 259Db
was published by the same group already in 2001. In this case the reaction
22Ne + 241Am→ 263Db* was used [53].

The excitation function for the production of 262Bh (Z=107) in the odd-
Z-projectile reaction 55Mn + 208Pb→ 263Bh* was studied in [54]. The inter-
esting result was a higher cross-section of 540 pb than in the reaction 54Cr +
209Bi→ 263Bh* (σ=163 pb) studied at SHIP [46]. However, in the earlier SHIP
experiment, the excitation function was measured only rudimentary and the
cross-section maximum could have been missed. Only recently the Berkeley
group was successful in synthesizing the so far lightest isotope of bohrium,
260Bh [55]. The reaction 52Cr + 209Bi→ 260Bh + 1n was used, and a cross-
section of 59 pb was measured.
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Fig. 3. Periodic table of elements. The known transactinide elements 104–116 and
118 take the positions from below hafnium in group 4 to below radon in group
18. Elements 108, hassium (Hs), and element 112, the heaviest elements chemically
investigated, are placed in groups 8 and 12, respectively. The arrangement of the ac-
tinides reflects the fact that the first actinide elements still resemble, to a decreasing
extent, the chemistry of the other groups: Thorium (group 4 below hafnium), protac-
tinium (group 5 below tantalum), and uranium (group 6 below tungsten) [43]. The
name ‘roentgenium’, symbol ‘Rg’, was proposed for element 111 and recommended
for acceptance by the Inorganic Chemistry Division of IUPAC in 2004 [44] (See also
Plate 16 in the Color Plate Section)

On the neutron-rich side isotopes up to 272Bh were measured in experi-
ments using hot-fusion reactions with a 48Ca beam. These experiments and
the synthesized isotopes will be discussed in the following Sect. 3.2.

Hassium, element 108, was first synthesized in 1984 using the reac-
tion 58Fe + 208Pb. The identification was based on the observation of three
atoms [56]. Only one α decay chain was measured in the irradiation of
207Pb with 58Fe. The measured event was assigned to the even–even isotope
264Hs [57]. The results were confirmed in later works [37, 58], and for the decay
of 264Hs an SF branching of 50% was measured. The isotope 269Hs was dis-
covered as a link in the decay chain of 277112 [49, 59], and 270Hs was identified
in a recent chemistry experiment using a hot-fusion reaction [60, 61].

Meitnerium, element 109, was first observed in 1982 in the irradiation of
209Bi with 58Fe by a single α decay chain [62, 63]. This result was confirmed
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in [64]. In the most recent experiment [47] 12 atoms of 266Mt were measured,
revealing a complicated decay pattern, as concluded from the wide range of α
energies from 10.5 to 11.8 MeV. This property seems to be common to many
odd and odd–odd nuclides in the region of the heavy elements. The more
neutron-rich isotope 268Mt was measured after α decay of 272Rg [48, 49].

Darmstadtium, element 110, was discovered in 1994 using the reaction
62Ni + 208Pb → 269Ds + 1n [58]. The main experiment was preceded by an
accurate study of the excitation functions for the synthesis of 257Rf and 265Hs
using beams of 50Ti and 58Fe in order to determine the optimum beam energy
for the production of element 110. New information on the decay pattern of
these nuclei was also obtained. The data revealed that the maximum cross-
section for the synthesis of element 108 was shifted to a lower excitation
energy relative to the peak for production of element 104, different from the
predictions of reaction theories. A so-called extra-push energy [65, 66] was not
measured.

The heavier isotope 271Ds was synthesized with a beam of the more
neutron-rich isotope 64Ni [37]. The important result for the further produc-
tion of elements beyond meitnerium was that the cross-section was enhanced
from 2.6 to 15 pb by increasing the neutron number of the projectile by two.
This observation gave hope that the cross-sections for the synthesis of heavier
elements could decrease less steeply with available stable, more neutron-rich
projectiles. However, this expectation was not proven in the case of element
112, see below.

An overview of all data measured at SHIP from the decay chains observed
in the reaction 64Ni + 208Pb → 272Ds* is given in Fig. 5. We will describe
these data in more detail, because they are representative for the detection
and assignment of new decay data by correlation to the decay of known nuclei.
In the figure the energies and lifetimes of α decays directly succeeding the
implantations are shown (describing single event chains it is preferable to use
the lifetime τ instead of the half-life T1/2, because τ is directly measured as
time difference between two subsequent signals). On top of the upper abscissa
of Fig. 5, the α spectra deduced from literature are plotted for the decays of
255Md, 255No, 259Rf, and 263Sg, in order to compare the energy and intensity
pattern with the measured data assigned to the decay of 271Ds. In case of
267Hs the three α decays observed in [67] are plotted.

A total number of 57 α decays was measured and assigned to the 13 decay
chains shown in Fig. 5. Thirty-eight α particles were emitted in-beam direction
and stopped in the 300 μm thick detector. These α events are marked by the
little filled squares. The width of the squares shows the energy resolution of
13 keV (2σ) obtained for these full energy α signals. An exception are the
271Ds α decays of chain 9 and 11 for which the energy had to be corrected by
+ 60 and −40 keV, respectively, due to short lifetime and tails of the signals
from the preceding implantation. The exact shape of these tails as a function
of energy was measured with energy-degraded fission fragments of a 252Cf
source. A larger uncertainty, as indicated by the rectangles, was assigned to
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Fig. 5. Energies and lifetimes of the 13 α decay chains resulting from the reac-
tion 64Ni + 208Pb → 271Ds + 1n. Plotted are the data measured in experiments at
SHIP. The isotope 271Ds was identified by comparison of the decay properties of the
daughter products with literature data marked by an asterisk (267Hs [67], 263Sg [68],
259Rf [69], 255No [69], 255Md [69]). New decay data of the isotope 263Sg could be
deduced. The 13 decay chains are arranged chronologically with the date of pro-
duction given at the righthand ordinate. For each chain, the time sequence of the
α decays is from right to left following the decreasing α energies. The lifetimes of
the first α decays at 10.7 MeV are the time differences between implantation and α
decay. For description of the symbols see text. Obviously, the α decay energy serves
as a finger print for the identification of nuclei. The higher the energy resolution is
and the less transitions of different energy for one nucleus occur, the higher is the
significance of the assignment. See text for details

these data. The larger, open squares mark escape α particles for which the
full energy was summed from ΔE signals between 0.6 and 1.4 MeV in the stop
detector and coincident residual energies in the backward crystals. A total of
12 of these α events was observed, for which an energy resolution of 34 keV
(2σ), as marked by the width of the squares, was obtained in test reactions
at higher statistical significance. In one of these cases, chain number 12, the
first α decay was corrected by +60 keV due to the short lifetime after the
implantation, and a larger error bar was used. Seven α particles escaped from
being recorded in the backward crystals but still yielded a ΔE signal and thus
the time and position information. The amplitudes of the signals corresponded
to energies between 1.0 and 5.2 MeV, which is characteristic for escaping α
particles. They are marked in Fig. 5 by the arrows pointing left. The ratio of
the α particles measured with full energy/escape plus residual energy/escape
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is 38/12/7. It agrees within the respective experimental uncertainties with
the ratio 34/17/6 determined by test reactions and normalized to the total
number of 57 α particles as measured in the 271Ds experiment.

The lower discriminator level for signals of the stop detector amounted to
260 keV, which is below the lowest ΔE signals of escaping α particles emitted
from heavy nuclei implanted 4–6 μm into the active detector material. An
estimate of the implantation depths was obtained by the measured implanta-
tion energy signals of ≈25 MeV. As an important result a detection efficiency
of 100% for α decay was obtained, the same as for the much higher energetic
SF events. Therefore the reason for non-observation of an α-decay or fission
signal is almost certainly that the nucleus, which has been identified as an α
decay product, undergoes β decay or EC. In Fig. 5 such missing α or fission
decays are marked by ‘ε’. If the time windows between implantation and dis-
integration is wide enough to cover the full lifetime range, the detector system
allows an unambiguous measurement of β branching ratios.

In agreement with the known branching ratios of 255No (bε=39% [69]) and
255Md (bα=8% [69]) is the observation of the α decay of 255Md in one of 13
cases (see chain 12 in Fig. 5). This result allows one to draw two conclusions.
Firstly, lifetimes up to 19 min are measurable at low-background rate (in our
case the 255Md α-decay occurred during a beam pause of 14.5 ms). Secondly,
the agreement of the measured α energies with literature data is much more
significant for monoenergetic decays, simple decay patterns, and high-energy
resolution of the detector. The widely spread α energies of the 255No decay
represent an opposite example.

The decay data of 271Ds and its daughter products were confirmed in
an experiment at RIKEN, where the same reaction, 64Ni + 208Pb → 272Ds*,
was studied and a total of 14 decay chains was measured [38]. The α energy
agrees well with the SHIP value of 10.74 MeV and also for the lifetime a long-
lived (three events) and a short-lived (11 events) component was measured.
Mean values obtained from all five long-lived and 22 short-lived decays are
τ=100 and 2.35 ms, corresponding to half-lives of (69 +56

−21) and (1.63 +0.44
−0.28) ms,

respectively. Note that the uncertainties decrease considerably with increas-
ing number of events. A proper application of the Poisson statistics for the
determining of uncertainties at low statistics is given in [70].

Obviously, isomeric states are responsible for the two different half-lives.
Because the measured α energies are almost identical, an explanation sug-
gested in [38] seems very likely: The isomeric state has the longer half-life and
decays dominantly by γ-ray or conversion-electron emission into the shorter-
lived ground state. Both states are populated in the reaction, but because
the lifetime is measured as interval between implantation and α decay, we
observe two different values for one and the same α transition. Theoretically,
low-spin and high-spin levels (1/2+ to 13/2−) which could result in isomeric
states close to the ground state were predicted by Cwiok et al. [71]. The iso-
meric ratio between population of the 69 and 1.6 ms states is 5/22. Therefore,
we may further conclude that the relatively long-lived isomeric state has a
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low-spin value and is less populated. However, this spin dependence of the
production cross-section known from lighter nuclei may be changed for heavy
systems due to reduced fission probability of the compound nucleus at high
spin. Also the possibility that both levels decay by α emission with almost
the same α energy cannot be completely excluded. An indication could be the
slightly lower α energy for the longer-lived decay in the case of chain number
5 (see Fig. 5), which was measured with high precision.

Further confirmation of the production of 271Ds in the reaction 64Ni+208Pb
→ 272Ds* was reported from experiments performed at the Berkeley gas-filled
separator (BGS) [72, 73]. At a beam energy of 309.2, 311.5, and 314.3 MeV at
half-target thickness, a total of 2, 5, and 2 decay chains were measured, respec-
tively. Cross-sections of 8.3, 20, and 7.7 pb were deduced. The decay chains are
in excellent agreement with the previously measured data [37, 38]. Position
and shape of the excitation functions agree within experimental uncertainties.

We conclude that the maximum deviation of beam energy measured at the
LBNL 88-inch Cyclotron and the UNILAC is ±2 MeV. A similar deviation is
deduced from a comparison of the data measured at RIKEN [38] and at the
UNILAC. Possibilities to improve the accuracy of beam-energy measurements
were discussed before.

Two more isotopes of darmstadtium have been reported in the literature.
The first one is 267Ds, produced at LBNL in the irradiation of 209Bi with
59Co [74]. The second isotope is 273Ds, reported to be observed at JINR in
the irradiation of 244Pu with 34S after the evaporation of five neutrons [75].
Both observations need further experimental clarification.

The even–even nucleus 270Ds was synthesized using the reaction 64Ni +
207Pb [76]. A total of eight α decay chains was measured during an irradiation
time of 7 days. Decay data were obtained for the ground state and a high-spin
K isomer, for which calculations predict spin and parity 9−, 10− or 8+ [77].
The relevant single particle Nilsson levels are ν[613]7/2+ and ν[615]9/2+ below
the Fermi level and ν[725]11/2− above the Fermi level. Configuration and calcu-
lated energy of the excited states are {ν[613]7/2+ ν[725]11/2−}9− at 1.31 MeV,
{ν[615]9/2+ ν[725]11/2−}10− at 1.34 MeV, and {ν[613]7/2+ ν[615]9/2+}8+ at
1.58 MeV.

The new nuclei 266Hs and 262Sg were identified as daughter products of
α decay of 270Ds. Spontaneous fission of 262Sg terminates the decay chain. A
proposed partial decay scheme of 270Ds is shown in Fig. 6.

Roentgenium, element 111, was synthesized in 1994 using the reaction
64Ni + 209Bi → 273Rg*. A total of three α chains of the isotope 272Rg were
observed [48]. Another three decay chains were measured in a confirmation
experiment in 2000 [49].

The GSI data on 272Rg were confirmed in a 50-days irradiation at RIKEN
performed in the period from February 12 to May 12, 2003 [39]. A total of 14
α decay chains were measured. In eight cases the α decays were followed down
to the α decay of 256Lr and in three cases down to the α decay of 260Db. In
one case, the chain terminated by SF after population of 260Db, and in two
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Fig. 6. Assignment of measured α and γ decay and SF data observed in the reaction
64Ni + 207Pb → 271Ds*. The data were assigned to the ground-state decays of the
new isotopes 270Ds, 266Hs, and 262Sg and to a high-spin K isomer in 270Ds. Arrows in
bold represent measured α-and γ-rays and SF. The data of the proposed partial level
schemes are taken from theoretical studies of Muntian et al. [78] for the rotational
levels, of Cwiok et al. [77] for the K isomers and of Smolanczuk [79] and Smolanczuk
et al. [80] for the α energies and SF half-life of 262Sg, respectively. For a detailed
discussion see [76] (See also Plate 18 in the Color Plate Section)

cases by SF after population of 264Bh. The resulting SF branching ratios are
9.6 and 15%, respectively. It remains open, whether the two nuclei themselves
decay by SF or whether the known spontaneously fissioning even–even nuclei
260Rf and 264Sg are populated by EC decay (see Fig. 4). However, considering
the SF half-lives of about 10–100 ms of even–even nuclei in this region, a SF
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hindrance factor for odd–odd nuclei of about 106 [81], and a calculated partial
EC half-life of about 10–100 s (see Sect. 4), it seems more likely that 260Db and
264Bh have an EC branching. From the total half-lives of 1.5 and 1.0 s and the
measured branching ratios [39] follow reasonable partial EC half-lives of 15
and 10 s, respectively. A purely experimental determination of a possible EC
or SF branch of 260Db and 264Bh decay is difficult because the SF half-lives
of the daughters 260Rf and 264Sg are short, i.e., 20 and 68 ms, respectively.
This means that the measured time difference between α decay of 264Bh and
SF of 260Rf is not prolonged significantly by the SF lifetime of 260Rf in the
case of an (unobservable) EC decay of 260Db, compared to the time difference
between α decay of 264Bh and SF of 260Db. The same argument holds for the
chain 268Mt – 264Bh – 264Sg.

Further confirmation of the decay pattern of 272Rg was achieved in an
experiment at LBNL [73]. However, for the synthesis the reaction 65Cu +
208Pb→ 273Rg* was used.

Element 112 was investigated at SHIP using the reaction 70Zn + 208Pb →
278112* [59]. The irradiation was performed in 1996. Over a period of 24 days,
a total of 3.4×1018 projectiles were collected. One α-decay chain, shown as
the first one from the left in Fig. 7, was observed resulting in a cross-section
of 0.5 pb. The chain was assigned to the 1n channel. The experiment was
repeated in 2000 with the aim of confirming the synthesis of 277112 [49]. During
a similar measuring time, but using slightly higher beam energy, one more
decay chain was observed, which is also shown in Fig. 7. The two experiments
yield agreement concerning the decay pattern of the first four α decays of the
277112 decay chain.

A new result was the occurrence of fission which terminated the second
decay chain at 261Rf. A SF branch of this nucleus was not known, however,
it was expected from theoretical calculations. The new results on 261Rf were
proven in a recent chemistry experiment [60, 61], in which this isotope was
measured as granddaughter in the decay chain of 269Hs and SF of 261Rf was
also observed (see Sect. 3.2).

A reanalysis of all relevant results obtained at SHIP since 1994, including
a total of 34 decay chains analyzed, revealed that the previously published
first decay chain of 277112 [59] (not shown in Fig. 7) and the second one of
the originally published four chains of 269Ds [58] represented spurious events.
Details of the results of the reanalysis are given in [49].

In 2004, the 70Zn + 208Pb → 278112* irradiation was repeated at RIKEN
[40]. Using a beam energy comparable to that used at SHIP, two decay chains
were measured, which fully confirmed the SHIP data. For comparison, all
four decay chains are shown in Fig. 7. The two chains observed at RIKEN
also verified the SF branch of 261Rf. In both of these chains, the α energy of
265Sg produced in the decay chain of 277112 was measured for the first time
and is now available for comparison with the value measured in [61]. Also in
this case agreement was observed giving further support to the assignments
made in [49, 59].
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So far, element 113 is the heaviest one produced by a cold-fusion reaction,
namely in 70Zn + 209Bi → 279113*. A first attempt to synthesize element 113
was made at the GSI-SHIP in 1998, using a net irradiation time of 46 days and
a beam dose of 7.5×1018 [19]. The experiment was continued in 2003, reaching
a net irradiation time of 36 days and the beam dose of 7.4×1018 [82]. This
experiment was running in parallel to the search for element 113 at RIKEN.
Combining both parts of the SHIP experiment, an upper one-event cross-
section limit of 160 fb was deduced. The “one-event limit” corresponds to a
cross-section in the case that one event would have been observed, statistical
fluctuations are not considered. For an estimate of observation limits in the
case of negative results including statistical fluctuations, see [70].

The search experiment for element 113 at RIKEN was performed in
2003 and 2004, the net irradiation time being 79 days and the beam dose
17×1018 [41]. During this experiment one decay chain was observed and as-
signed to the isotope 278113. The chain terminated after four subsequent α
decays by SF of the known isotope 262Db. Also known was the last α emitter
266Bh. New were the chain members 270Mt and 274Rg. The measured cross-
section of (55+150

− 45) fb is in agreement with the limit obtained at SHIP. Despite
comparable beam doses, the three times lower cross-section value reached at
RIKEN is due to the higher efficiency, 80% instead of 50% at SHIP, and the
use of thicker targets in the RIKEN experiment.

The 70Zn + 209Bi irradiation was continued at RIKEN between January
2005 and May 2006, with several intermissions. The net irradiation time of
this experiment was 161 days and the total beam dose amounted to 44.5×1018.

Fig. 7. Decay chains measured in the cold-fusion reaction 70Zn + 208Pb → 278112*.
In the left part, the two chains are shown which were measured in 1996 and 2000
at SHIP [49, 59], in the right part those measured in 2004 at RIKEN [40]. The
chains were assigned to the isotope 277112 produced by evaporation of one neutron
from the compound nucleus. The lifetimes given in brackets were calculated using
the measured α energies. In the case of escaped α particles the α energies, given
in brackets, were determined using the measured lifetimes (See also Plate 19 in the
Color Plate Section)
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During this period, a second decay chain was measured, which confirmed
the previous decay chain and its assignment to 278113 [42]. The cross-section
determined from the RIKEN experiments is (31+40

−20) fb. This value is the lowest
one ever measured for a heavy-ion fusion reaction.

Cold fusion was also applied to search for elements 116 and 118. In both
cases 208Pb targets were irradiated. The beams were 82Se and 86Kr, respec-
tively. The 116 experiment was performed at SHIP in order to search for the
radiative capture (0n) channel. At five different excitation energies between 0
and 11 MeV, cross-section limits of about 5 pb were reached [19].

Subsequent to reports on positive results of the synthesis of element 118
in 1999 [83], confirmation experiments were performed. However, only cross-
section limits of about 1 pb were reached at various laboratories [19, 84, 85].
Eventually, the first announcement was retracted in 2001 [86] after additional
experiments and after a re-analysis of the data of the first experiment.

3.2 Elements Produced in Hot Fusion Reactions

Superheavy-element studies based on hot fusion reactions involve targets made
from actinide elements. A number of differences exist compared with reactions
using lead or bismuth targets. Probably the most significant one is the exci-
tation energy of the compound nucleus at the lowest beam energies necessary
to initiate a fusion reaction. Values are of the order of 10–20 MeV in reactions
with lead targets and 35–45 MeV in reactions with actinide targets, which led
to the widely used terminology of ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ fusion reactions. Due to the
lack of targets between bismuth and thorium, a gradual change from cold to
hot fusion cannot be studied experimentally. A second important difference of
actinide-target based reactions is the synthesis of more neutron-rich isotopes
compared with a cold-fusion reaction leading to the same element, e.g., 270Hs
from a 248Cm target and 265Hs from a 208Pb target using beams of 26Mg and
58Fe, respectively.

Actinides served already as targets when neutron capture and subsequent
β− decay were used for the first synthesis of transuranium elements. Later,
up to the synthesis of seaborgium [68], actinides were irradiated with light-ion
beams from accelerators. Even later cold-fusion reactions were used with lead
and bismuth targets, which resulted in higher yield for the synthesis of heavy
nuclei with proton number greater than 106.

The argumentation changed again when elements 110–112 had been dis-
covered in cold-fusion reactions and continuously decreasing cross-sections
were measured. The combination of actinide targets with beams as heavy as
48Ca became promising to study more neutron-rich isotopes, which are closer
to the region of spherical SHEs and for which also longer half-lives were ex-
pected. In addition the lowest excitation energies of compound nuclei from
fusion with actinide targets are obtained with beams of 48Ca.

The experimental difficulty with the use of a 48Ca beam is the low natural
abundance of only 0.19% of this isotope, which makes enrichment very expen-
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sive. Therefore, the development of an intense 48Ca beam at low consumption
of material in the ion source and high transmission through the accelerator
was the aim of the work accomplished at the FLNR during a period of about
2 years until 1998 [87]. Till now (2008), this 48Ca beam is successfully used
for irradiation of various actinide targets, which aim at the the synthesis of
SHEs up to Z=118. All results of these Dubna experiments are described and
discussed in a recent review article [88].

The experiments at the Dubna U400 cyclotron were performed at two dif-
ferent recoil separators, which had been built during the 1980s. The separators
had been upgraded in order to improve the background suppression and de-
tector efficiency. The energy-dispersive electrostatic separator VASSILISSA
was equipped with an additional deflection magnet [89, 90]. The Dubna gas-
filled recoil separator (DGFRS) was tuned for the use of very asymmetric
reactions with emphasis on the irradiation of highly radioactive targets [91].
A specific characteristic of the DGFRS is the hydrogen gas used in the sep-
arator, which enables better suppression of projectile- and target-like recoils
at the focal plane than the filling with helium gas [88]. Both separators are
equipped with time-of-flight detectors and with an array of position-sensitive
silicon detectors in an arrangement similar to the one shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

At VASSILISSA attempts were undertaken to search for new isotopes of
element 112 by irradiation of 238U with 48Ca ions in 1998 [92]. Two SF events
were measured resulting in the relatively high cross-section of 5.0 pb. The two
events were tentatively assigned to the residue 283112 after 3n evaporation.
The measured half-life was (81 +147

− 32) s.
The experiments were continued in 1999. The reaction 48Ca + 242Pu →

290114* was investigated [93]. It was expected that, after evaporation of three
neutrons, the nucleus 287114 would be produced and would decay by α emis-
sion into the previously investigated 283112. Over a period of 21 days, a total
of four SF events were detected. Two of them could be assigned to short-lived
fission isomers. The other two fission signals were preceded by signals from α
particles (one was an escape event with an α energy of 2.31 MeV) and implan-
tations. A cross-section of 2.5 pb was obtained for the two events. They were
assigned to the nuclide 287114. The four SF events preceded by α decay, ob-
served when irradiating 238U and 242Pu with 48Ca and interpreted as decay of
an isotope of element 112 and 114, respectively, are consistent with each other.
The fission lifetimes are within the limits given by statistical fluctuations. Fis-
sion was measured again after α decay when the target was changed from 238U
to 242Pu. The low-background rate in the focal plane of VASSILISSA makes
chance coincidences unlikely. However, further investigation was needed for
an unambiguous assignment.

At the DGFRS a search for element 114 was started in 1998. The experi-
ments were performed in collaboration between the FLNR and the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). A 244Pu target was irradiated with
a 48Ca beam for a period of 34 days. One decay chain was extracted from the
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data. The chain was claimed to be a candidate for the decay of 289114. The
measured cross-section was 1 pb [94].

The 48Ca + 244Pu experiment was repeated in 1999. During a period of 3.5
months, two more α decay sequences terminating in SF, were observed [95].
The two chains were identical within statistical fluctuations and detector-
energy resolution, but differed from the first chain measured in 1998. The two
new events were assigned to the decay of 288114, the 4n evaporation channel.
The cross-section was 0.5 pb.

An investigation of element 116 was started in 2000. Using a 248Cm target,
the previously detected isotopes 289114 or 288114 were expected to be observed
as daughter products from the decay of the corresponding parent isotope of
element 116 produced after evaporation of three or four neutrons. The first
decay chain which was assigned to 292116 was measured after an irradiation of
35 days [96]. The irradiation was continued later, and two more decay chains
were measured in 2001 [97]. The cross-section was deduced to be about 0.6 pb
from a total beam dose of 22.5×1018.

The newly measured chains are of high significance. The data reveal in-
ternal redundancy and the lifetimes are relatively short, making an origin
by chance events extremely unlikely. In particular, all further decays in the
chain following observation of a parent decay, were measured during a beam
free period. This was achieved by switching off the beam, using as a trigger
the time-of-flight and energy signals from the implantation and the α decay
from the parent. The assignment to the 4n channel was likely, but remained
subject to further investigation until an unambiguous identification would be-
come possible. As the chains end at 280Ds by SF, generic relations to known
nuclei cannot be used. Other possible procedures which could help to establish
a unique assignment, could be measurements of excitation functions, further
cross bombardments, direct mass measurements and chemical analysis of par-
ent or daughter isotopes. Also a systematic investigation of the nuclei in the
gap between those studied with cold fusion and those measured in Dubna
using hot fusion would be useful.

Several of the confirmation studies suggested before were performed dur-
ing the following years. However, before starting this enormous work, e.g., the
measurement of an excitation function means about five to ten times more ir-
radiation time than the synthesis of a few atoms at one energy, an attempt was
undertaken to search for element 118. The reaction 48Ca + 249Cf→ 297118*
was studied in 2002 [98, 99]. Two events were measured, one involving a time
correlation between implantation and SF and the other one characterized by a
correlation between implantation of the evaporation residue, two α decays and
SF (ER–α1–α2–SF), the α energies being 11.65 and 10.71 MeV, respectively.
The latter α energy had a relatively large uncertainty of 0.17 MeV because
the energy had to be determined from the sum of signals in the stop and box
detector. The two events were assigned to the even–even nucleus 294118.

In order to confirm this assignment, the daughter isotope 290116 was pro-
duced directly in the reaction 48Ca + 245Cm→ 293116* in 2003 [100]. Only
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one beam energy was used. Events with α energies of 10.74 and 10.88 MeV
were measured and assigned to the decay of 291116 (2n channel) and 290116
(3n channel), respectively.

In the same year, three more reactions were studied and a fourth one was
started, which was continued in 2004. Moreover, an attempt was made to
study excitation functions for a 244Pu [100] and a 242Pu [101] target using
projectiles of three and four different energies, respectively.

The measurement of the excitation function with the 244Pu target allowed
for a correction of the previously made xn assignments and a consistent in-
terpretation was given of all so far observed decay chains from isotopes of
the elements 114, 116, and 118 [100]. These corrected assignments are shown
in Fig. 4. The results from the irradiation of 242Pu are especially important
because the isotopes 288114 and 287114, produced in 4n and 5n channels with
a 244Pu target, were now observed at lower excitation energy also in 2n and
3n channels, respectively [100, 101]. Finally, in the 4n channel with the 242Pu
target, the granddaughter 286114 from the decay of 294118 was also produced.

As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the RIKEN group started an attempt to produce
element 113 using the cold fusion reaction 70Zn + 209Bi→ 279113* in 2003.
From a previous SHIP experiment the low cross-section limit of 600 fb [19]
was known at that time. Nevertheless, taking into account the long beam
times available at RIKEN, this endeavor seemed to be justified.

Concerning production of element 113 using hot-fusion reactions, cross-
section estimates were made on the basis of the great number of reactions
with 48Ca beams already studied in Dubna. Reasonable estimates resulted
in values of about 1 pb. A possible target for the synthesis of element 113
would be 237Np. However, the extrapolation of experimental data as well as
cross-section calculations [102, 103] indicated that production of element 115
using a 243Am target could have even a higher yield. Such an experiment
was performed in Dubna in 2003 [104, 105]. At two beam energies of 248
and 253 MeV (values calculated for projectiles at half of the target thickness)
three and one, respectively, α decay chains were measured consisting of five
subsequent α particles (in one case the last α particle was probably missed).
The chains were assigned to the isotopes 288115 and 287115 of the new element
115. The isotopes 284113 and 283113 of the also new element 113 were thus
produced as daughter products. The chains ended by SF after α decay of
the new isotopes 280Rg, 276Mt, 272Bh and 279Rg, 275Mt, respectively, was
detected.

The interesting question which arises actually is the fissioning nucleus at
the end of the chain (see also [104]). Taking into account the theoretical and
systematic Q values for α and EC decay, the corresponding half-lives as well
as calculated SF half-lives and odd particle hindrance factors, it seems most
likely that the odd–odd isotope 268Db populated by the measured α decay of
272Bh decays by EC with the measured half-life of 16 h to 268Rf which decays
by SF with a short half-life of 1.4 s. The latter value is the theoretical one taken
from [80]. In the case of the single decay chain of 287115 it was concluded that
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the α decay of 271Bh was most likely missed for technical reasons and that
the daughter 267Db decays by SF.

As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the first decay chain assigned to 278113 at
RIKEN was measured in 2004. The period, when an experiment was performed
and when events like decay chains are measured, are not necessarily decisive
for assigning priority of discovery. However, the knowledge of these dates is
certainly interesting for historical reasons. Decisive for assigning priority of
discovery is the date when the publication on the results of an experiment
or a theoretical study was received by the editor of a journal, preferably a
scientific journal publishing refereed articles.

In Dubna, the series of experiments using the 48Ca beam was continued in
2003 and 2004. The reaction with a 238U target was studied with the intention
to produce 282112 (4n channel) which is the grand-granddaughter of 294118.
In addition, previous data measured at VASSILISSA [92, 93] for the isotope
283112 and the consistency of the decay data should be checked, when this
isotope is produced as daughter in the α decay of 287114. The result was α
emission of 283112 with an energy of 9.54 MeV and a half-life of 4.0 s [101]. The
daughter isotope 279Ds decays by SF with T1/2=0.18 s. Later, in 2005–2007,
the study of 283112 moved again into the center of interest, when attempts
were made to produce this nucleus in independent experiments.

In 2004, a 233U target was irradiated in an attempt to synthesize 277112
through the 4n channel. This was the isotope previously studied in cold-fusion
reactions with a 208Pb target [49, 59]. In the case of 3n evaporation it was
expected that the known nuclei 270Hs and 266Sg would be produced in the
decay chain of 278112. The irradiation was performed at an excitation en-
ergy of 34.9 MeV, however, only an upper cross-section limit of 0.6 pb was
achieved [101].

Up to summer 2004 there was still no news about a positive result from the
ongoing search for element 113 at RIKEN. However, for confirmation purposes
of previous results, an experiment was prepared in Dubna to separate the long-
lived isotope 268Db [T1/2 = (16+19

− 6) h], which terminates the decay chain of
288115 by SF, by chemical means and to measure its decay. The exact dates
of this experiment as given in the publication were from June 11 to 22, 2004.
A total of 15 SF events were detected [105–107]. A half-life of (32+11

− 7) h was
measured in agreement with the previous data obtained at the DGFRS. The
astonishingly high yield of 15 SF events in the chemistry experiment compared
to three events measured at the DGFRS at a comparable beam dose, is due
to the fact that thicker targets could be used, 1.2 instead of 0.36 mg/cm2, and
that the efficiency was 80% in the chemistry experiment instead of 35% at the
DGFRS.

By 2005, the amount of data on cross-sections as well as decay properties
of nuclei up to element 116 had increased considerably. This wide basis of
new data for nuclei which would be members of decay chains from element
118, suggested a repetition of the 48Ca + 249Cf→ 297118* irradiation first
performed in 2002 [98, 99]. The corresponding experiment was carried out in
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2005, yielding two more chains of the type ER–α1– α2–SF and ER–α1–α2–
α3–SF [108]. The first of the new chains agreed with that measured in the
2002 experiment whereas the second one was different: The granddaughter,
286114, decayed by α emission and not by SF. However, in the 2003 48Ca +
245Cm→ 293116* experiment [100], two of three measured chains were assigned
only tentatively to 290116 (the daughter of 294118) under the assumption that
the first α particles populating 286114 were missed. Although the chains and
α/SF ratios could be reasonably well explained, a more precise determination
of the α/SF ratio of 286114 was desirable. A second SF decay of 294118 itself,
the first one being measured in the 2002 experiment, was not observed.

Therefore, in 2005 the 48Ca + 245Cm→ 293116* irradiation was repeated
in order to study carefully the yield and the decay chains of element 116
isotopes expected as α-decay daughters of isotopes of element 118. In this
experiment nine decay chains of 290116 were measured, which fully confirms
the previous assignment of the chains measured in the 118 experiment [98, 99]
to the isotope 294118. Also branching ratios for α and SF decay of 286114 were
established.

A remarkably long decay chain was measured in the 48Ca + 245Cm ex-
periment at an excitation energy of 37.9 MeV [108]. The chain consists of six
consecutive α decays and terminated by a SF. The total decay time of all
nuclei in this chain was about 0.4 h. This sequence of decays was assigned
to the parent isotope 291116 produced via the 2n evaporation channel. The
decay properties of 291116 were determined in a previous experiment [100].
In addition, the daughter isotope, 287114, was observed in two reactions,
48Ca + 242Pu→ 287114 + 3n and 48Ca + 244Pu→ 287114 + 5n, and, finally, the
granddaughter isotope, 283112, was produced in the 48Ca + 238U→ 283112 + 3n
reaction [100, 101].

The decay chains of the isotopes 291116, 287114, and 283112 usually end in
SF of 279Ds (T1/2=0.2 s). However, in three cases out of 26 observed, 279Ds
underwent α decay (bα=10%), which was followed by α decay of 275Hs and
terminated in one case by SF of 271Sg (T1/2=1.9 min) and in two other cases
by another α decay and SF of 267Rf (T1/2=1.3 h) [88, 101]. The long decay
chain of the even–odd nucleus 291116 is an interesting case of a transition
from the region of heaviest nuclei (291116 and 287114) which are stabilized by
the influence of a spherical shell closure at Z=114 and N=184, to isotopes
(271Sg or 267Rf) which are located in the region of deformed nuclei owing their
stability to single particle energy gaps at Z=108 and N=162.

Recently, element 113 which was first observed as daughter after α decay
of element 115 [104], was also produced directly in a hot fusion–evaporation
reaction. In this case the target 237Np was irradiated for a period of 32 days in
2006 [88, 109]. Two decay chains were measured, which were assigned to the
new isotope 282113. Subsequent to the α decay of 282113, three α emissions
were observed and assigned to the new isotopes 278Rg, 274Mt, and 270Bh,
respectively. In one case SF was detected after the α decay of 270Bh, in the
other case the chain could not be measured beyond the α decay of 274Mt.
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Like in the case of the decay chains of 287115 and 288115 the most probable
ending of the new chains of 282113 was discussed [109]. The observed SF event
of the first chain was assigned to the even–even isotope 266Rf populated in
EC of 266Db which was produced in the measured α decay of 270Bh. However,
a SF branching of 266Db itself is not completely excluded. In agreement with
the non-observation of SF in the second chain, α decay of 266Db populating
the known isotope 262Lr would be possible. However, this disintegration was
not observed. A possible α decay branch of 262Lr would lead to the also
known long-lived isotope 258Md (T1/2=51.5 d), which would explain the non-
observation of SF in this chain. If this explanation would be confirmed this
chain would be the first candidate for connecting the new Dubna chains to
known and well-established nuclei.

Among the many different reactions studied in Dubna, the technically least
problematic is the irradiation of a 238U target. The reason is the relatively
low radioactivity of this material. In addition, in reactions with 48Ca a rela-
tively high maximum cross-section of (2.5+1.8

−1.1) pb was measured for produc-
tion of the isotope 283112 in a 3n evaporation channel [101]. However, despite
the high level of experimental standards in heavy-ion laboratories worldwide,
only negative or ambiguous results were obtained in several repetition ex-
periments [110–114]. Most reliable were the negative results obtained in two
experiments performed at the gas-filled separator BGS of LBNL in 2002 and
2004 [110, 112]. The irradiations were performed at two different beam ener-
gies resulting in excitation energies of 31.9 and 36.3 MeV. One event upper
cross-section limits of 0.80 and 0.96 pb were obtained, respectively.

Negative results were also obtained in a chemistry experiment performed
at GSI [113]. Under the assumption that element 112 behaves like mercury, a
cross-section limit of 2.3 pb at 95.45% confidence was deduced. In the case of
radon-like behavior, the limit was at 2.7 pb.

Successful, however, was a chemistry experiment performed at the cy-
clotron U400 in Dubna in 2006. In this experiment the reaction 48Ca + 242Pu
→ 287114 +3n was used to study the adsorption properties of the relatively
long-lived daughter isotope 283112 on a cooled, gold covered detector sur-
face [114, 115]. Two events were observed, which had decay properties in
agreement with the results obtained at the DGFRS. By extracting the activity
from a stopping chamber, transporting it through a capillary, and determining
its adsorption enthalpy it was concluded that the α decaying isotopes belong
to element 112. The reason is that lighter elements from Group 11 down to
Group 3 in the periodic table (Fig. 3) are expected to be not sufficiently
volatile for being transported through the capillary to the cooled detector.
This experiment represents the first independent confirmation of results on
SHEs that have been obtained at the DGFRS by physical means.

Recently, Dubna data measured in the reaction 48Ca + 238U→ 283112 + 3n
were confirmed independently at the velocity filter SHIP [116]. The experi-
ment was performed in three parts in 2005, 2006, and 2007. The reaction was
studied at three different beam energies resulting in excitation energies of 37.2,
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Fig. 8. Events observed for the reaction 48Ca + 238U→ 286112* at SHIP (right
panel) [116] and at the DGFRS (left panel) [101]. The latter data represent mean
values obtained from a total of 22 decay chains measured at the DGFRS including
those produced by α decay of heavier elements [88]. The two implantation–α–SF
events from the SHIP work completely agree with the data assigned to the decay of
283112 in [101]. A new result obtained at SHIP was the observation of two implan-
tation–SF events which were assigned to a 50% SF branch of 283112 (See also Plate
20 in the Color Plate Section)

34.6 (mean value of 34.8 and 34.4.), and 32.3 MeV. At 34.6 MeV two implanta-
tion–SF events and two implantation–α–SF events were measured. The events
are plotted in Fig. 8 together with the mean values of data obtained at Dubna
from a total of 22 decay chains including those produced by α decay of heav-
ier elements [88]. No events were measured at the other two beam energies.
The two implantation–α–SF events are especially important for comparison
with each other and with results from the Dubna experiments, because the α
energy is characteristic for the particular isotope and can be determined with
high accuracy. The two events agreed with each other within statistical uncer-
tainties and detector resolution. The weighted mean value of the α energy is
(9.520± 0.015) MeV. Half-lives of (7.4+13.5

− 2.9) s and (0.18+0.32
−0.07) s were obtained

for 283112 and its spontaneously fissioning daughter 279Ds, respectively. The
corresponding data from the Dubna experiments are (9.54± 0.06) MeV, and
(3.8+1.2

−0.7) s and (0.17+0.81
−0.08) s, respectively.

A new result was the observation of the two implantation–SF events with
a half-life of (6.4+11.6

− 2.5) s. They were assigned to a 50% SF branch of 283112.
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From all four events a mean half-life of (6.9+6.9
−2.3) s was obtained. The relatively

long SF half-lives measured earlier in the reaction 48Ca + 238U [92, 111, 117]
were not observed in the SHIP experiment.

Particular importance of the recent SHIP experiment lies in the fact that
its separation properties differ from that of the DGFRS. For example, nuclei
produced by α evaporation or pre-compound α emission are strongly sup-
pressed in velocity filters. In the case of reactions with actinide targets an α
particle emitted from a compound nucleus at a Coulomb barrier energy of
24 MeV would result in a change of the velocity of the evaporation residue
by ±9% in-beam direction or of the deflection angle by ±5◦ if the α parti-
cle is emitted perpendicular to the beam direction. As SHIP has a velocity
window of ±5% and an acceptance angle of ±2◦, reaction products including
α evaporation are strongly suppressed. Therefore, the observation of prod-
ucts from the reaction 48Ca + 238U at SHIP supports the previous assignment
to a neutron evaporation channel. An independent determination of the iso-
topic assignment cannot be given by the SHIP results alone. However, the
systematic measurement of excitations functions at the DGFRS revealed two
spontaneously fissioning nuclei with short half-lives of 0.82 and 97 ms, which
were assigned to the even–even nuclei 282112 and 284112, respectively [88].
Therefore, the assignment of the four long-lived events measured at SHIP
to the 3n channel and thus to the isotope 283112 is reasonable and fully in
agreement with the results obtained in Dubna.

How well chemical properties can be used for the separation and identifica-
tion of even single atoms was recently demonstrated in an experimental study
of hassium [60, 61]. Using the hot-fusion reaction 26Mg + 248Cm → 274Hs*,
the isotope 269Hs was produced after evaporation of five neutrons. On the ba-
sis of three decay chains measured, it was concluded that 269Hs atoms react
with oxygen to form the volatile compound HsO4. Thus it was proven inde-
pendently by chemical means that the produced atom belongs, like osmium
which also forms a volatile tetroxide, to group 8 and thus to element 108 in
the periodic table of elements (Fig. 3). The measured decay properties of the
chemically separated atoms fully confirms the data obtained for 269Hs from
the decay chain of 277112 [40, 49].

Hot-fusion reactions applied to synthesize long-lived nuclides of elements
104 through 108 and 112 for chemical studies are summarized in Table 1.
Cross-sections vary from about 10 nb to a few pb [50, 51, 60, 118–120]. With
typical beam intensities of 3×1012 atoms/s on targets of about 0.8 mg/cm2

thickness, production yields range from a few atoms/min for rutherfordium
and dubnium isotopes to five atoms/h for 265Sg and even less for 267Bh and
heavier nuclides. Therefore, all chemical separations are performed with sin-
gle atoms on an ‘atom-at-a-time’ scale. Similar to the experiments with recoil
separators, characteristic α decays and time correlated α–α decay chains are
used after chemical separation to identify these nuclides in specific fractions
or at characteristic depositions, i.e., surfaces of special properties and tem-
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Table 1. Nuclides from hot-fusion reactions used in chemical investigations. Part
of the data was taken from [43]

Nuclide T1/2 / s Beam Target Channel Cross-section / pb Yield

261mRf 78 18O 248Cm 5n ≈10,000 2min−1

22Ne 244Pu 5n 4,000 1min−1

262Db 34 18O 249Bk 5n 6,000 2min−1

19F 248Cm 5n 1,000 0.5 min−1

263Db 27 18O 249Bk 4n 10,000 3min−1

265Sg 7.4 22Ne 248Cm 5n ≈240 5 h−1

266Sg 21 22Ne 248Cm 4n ≈25 0.5 h−1

267Bh 17 22Ne 249Bk 5n ≈70 1.5 h−1

269Hs 14 26Mg 248Cm 5n ≈6 3 d−1

270Hs 2–7 26Mg 248Cm 4n 4 2 d−1

283112a 3.8 48Ca 242Pu 3n 3.6 0.7 d−1

a The α decay of the parent nucleus 287114 was not observed

perature. Overviews on research related to the chemical properties of SHEs
are given in [121–123].

4 Nuclear Structure and Decay Properties

The calculation of the ground-state binding energy provides the basic step
to determine the stability of SHEs. In macroscopic–microscopic models the
binding energy is calculated as sum of a predominating macroscopic part
(derived from the liquid-drop model of the atomic nucleus) and a microscopic
part (derived from the nuclear shell model). In this way, more accurate values
for the binding energy are obtained than in the cases of using only the liquid-
drop model or the shell model. The shell correction energies of the ground state
of nuclei near closed shells are negative, which results in further decreased
values of the negative binding energy from the liquid-drop model – and thus
increased stability. An experimental signature for the shell-correction energy
is obtained by subtracting a calculated smooth macroscopic part from the
measured total binding energy.

The shell-correction energy is plotted in Fig. 9a using data from [124]. Two
equally deep minima are obtained, one at Z=108 and N=162 for deformed
nuclei with deformation parameters β2 ≈ 0.22, β4 ≈ −0.07 and the other one
at Z=114 and N=184 for spherical SHEs. Different results are obtained from
self-consistent Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov calculations and relativistic mean-
field models [125–129]. They predict for spherical nuclei shells at Z=114, 120,
or 126 (indicated as dashed lines in Fig. 9a) and N=172 or 184.

The knowledge of ground-state binding energies, however, is not sufficient
for the calculation of partial SF half-lives. Here it is necessary to determine
the size of the fission barrier over a wide range of deformation. The most
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Fig. 9. Shell-correction energy (a) and partial half-lives for SF, α and β decay
(b)–(d). The calculated values in (a)−(c) were taken from [80, 124] and in (d)
from [131]. The squares in (a) mark the nuclei presently known, the filled squares in
(d) indicate the β stable nuclei (See also Plate 21 in the Color Plate Section)

accurate data have been obtained for even–even nuclei using a macroscopic–
microscopic model [80]. Partial SF half-lives are plotted in Fig. 9b. The land-
scape of fission half-lives reflects the landscape of shell-correction energies,
because in the region of SHEs the height of the fission barrier is, firstly, mainly
determined by the ground-state shell correction energy, while the contribution
from the macroscopic liquid-drop part approaches zero for Z=104 and above,
and, secondly, the shell correction energy at the saddle point is small [130].
Nevertheless, the SF half-life is predicted to significantly increase from 103

s for deformed nuclei to 1012 s for spherical SHEs. This difference originates
from an increasing width of the fission barrier when going from deformed to
spherical nuclei.

Partial α half-lives decrease almost monotonically from 1012 s down to
10−9 s near Z=126 (Fig. 9c). However, as pointed out in [131], non-smooth
changes in Qα values and associated half-lives can occur for some very proton-
rich nuclei e.g., the calculated partial α half-life for 318128 is 10−8.15 s, whereas
the half-life for 319128 is >1020 s. These extreme differences are due to multi-
ple minima with extremely different quadrupole deformation in the potential
energy surface.

The valley of β-stable nuclei passes through Z=114, N=184. At a dis-
tance of about 20 neutrons away from the bottom of the valley, β half-lives of
isotopes have dropped down to values of 1 s [131] (Fig. 9d).

Combining the results from the individual decay modes, one obtains the
dominating partial half-life as shown in Fig. 10a for even–even nuclei. The
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Fig. 10. Dominating partial half-lives for α decay , β+ decay/EC, β− decay, and
SF: (a) for even–even nuclei; (b) for odd-A nuclei. Nuclei and decay chains known
at present are marked in (a) and, in the latter case (b) also the known odd–odd
nuclei are included (See also Plate 22 in the Color Plate Section)

two regions of deformed heavy nuclei near N=162 and spherical SHEs merge
and form a region of α emitters surrounded by spontaneously fissioning nuclei.
The longest half-lives are 1,000 s for deformed heavy nuclei and 30 years for
spherical SHEs. It is interesting to note that the longest half-lives are not
reached for the doubly magic nucleus 114, but for Z=110 and N=182. This is
a result of continuously increasing Qα values with increasing atomic number.
Therefore, α decay becomes the dominant decay mode beyond darmstadtium
with continuously decreasing half-lives. For nuclei at N=184 and Z < 110 half-
lives are determined by β− decay.

The four member α decay chain of 294118, the heaviest even–even nu-
cleus, observed in the recent experiment in Dubna [108], is also displayed in
Fig. 10a. The arrows follow approximately the 1–10 ms contour line down to
282112. This is in agreement with the experimental observation. The nucleus
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282112 is close to the region where theory predicts SF. The average values
of the measured half-lives of the nuclei along the decay chain are 0.9–7.1–
130–0.82 ms, respectively (see Sect. 3.2). Only the predicted half-life of 286114
deviates from experiment by more than a factor of ten. However, this devia-
tion is well within the accuracy limits of the calculation, e.g., a change of the
α energy of 286114 by 350 keV only changes the half-life by a factor of ten.
Similar agreement with the half-life predictions exists for the decay chain of
292116 [101].

The decay chain of 264Hs [37, 57] and those of the two recently synthesized
even–even nuclei, 270Ds [76] and 270Hs [60], are also shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In
these cases the decay chains end by SF at 256Rf, 262Sg, and 262Rf, respectively.

For the odd nuclei displayed in Fig. 10(b), the partial α and SF half-lives
calculated in [124] have to be multiplied by a factor of 10 and 1,000, respec-
tively, thus making provisions for the odd-particle hindrance factors. However,
we have to keep in mind that fission hindrance factors show a wide distribu-
tion from 101–105, which is mainly a result of the specific levels occupied by
the odd nucleon [81]. For odd–odd nuclei, the fission hindrance factors from
both the odd proton and the odd neutron have to be taken into account. For
odd and odd–odd nuclei, the island character of α emitters disappears and for
nuclei with neutron numbers 150–160 α decay prevails down to rutherfordium
and beyond. In the allegorical representation, where the stability of SHEs is
seen as an island in a sea of instability, even–even nuclei portray the situation
at high-tide and odd nuclei at low-tide, when the island is connected to the
mainland.

The interesting question arises, if and to which extent uncertainties related
to the location of proton and neutron shell closures change the half-lives of
SHEs. Partial α and β half-lives are only insignificantly modified by shell
effects because their decay process occurs between neighboring nuclei. This is
different for fission half-lives which are primarily determined by shell effects.
However, the uncertainty related to the location of nuclei with the strongest
shell-effects, and thus longest partial SF half-life at Z=114, 120, or 126 and
N=172 or 184, is irrelevant concerning the longest ‘total’ half-life of SHEs.
The decays of all of these SHEs are dominated by α decay. Alpha-decay half-
lives are only modified by a factor of up to approximately 100 if the double
shell closure is not located at Z=114 and N=184. Only if shell effects are as
strong as in the double magic 208Pb, the half-lives could become significantly
shorter for nuclei above the shell closure and longer for the nuclei below.

The line of reasoning is, however, different concerning the production
cross-section. The survival probability of the compound nucleus is mainly
determined by the fission barrier. Therefore, for reliably estimating the pro-
duction cross-section, the knowledge of the location of minimal negative shell-
correction energy is highly important. However, it may also turn out that shell
effects in the region of SHEs are distributed across a number of subshell clo-
sures, e.g., for the proton numbers 114, 120, and 126. In that case, a wider
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Fig. 11. Comparison of shell correction energies as calculated in [132] to ‘experimen-
tal’ ones obtained as difference between the calculated liquid-drop binding energy
taken from [132] and the ‘experimental’ total binding energy obtained by using the
measured Qα values of nuclei along a decay chain [88]. The unknown shell correction
energy of the nucleus at the end of a chain is normalized to the theoretical value
(See also Plate 23 in the Color Plate Section)

region of less deep shell-correction energy would exist with corresponding
modification of stability and production yield of SHEs.

Experimental shell-correction energies, calculated as difference of binding
energies from the liquid-drop part of macroscopic–microscopic models, e.g.,
from [132, 133], and measured binding energies cannot be determined for the
new neutron-rich nuclei discovered in Dubna, because the endpoints of the
α decay chains are not connected to known nuclei. However, it is possible to
extract a trend of shell correction energies for nuclei along the measured decay
chains by normalizing the binding energies to theoretical values at the end
points. In Fig. 11, these data are plotted for the four chains starting at 288115,
291116, 293116, and 294118. The theoretical values were taken from [132].

The ‘experimental’ data deduced in this way reveal a monotonic decrease
of the (negative) shell correction energies when neutron number 184 is ap-
proached. No discontinuity is observed, when the predicted closed shell at
proton number 114 is crossed at neutron numbers 172–176. This result could
mean that proton number 114 as a closed shell or subshell has less influence on
the stability of SHEs than the closed neutron shell at N=184. When planning
future experimental work this aspect should be taken into account. The aim
will be to reach N=184, which is possible in various reactions using actinide
targets and the neutron-richest, but still stable projectiles. These reactions
lead into a region of elements as heavy as Z=120 and beyond, where, how-
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ever, increasing destructive Coulomb effects could further reduce half-lives
and cross-sections. If, however, the predicted subshell closure at Z=120 has a
stronger influence on the stability of SHEs than the subshell closure at Z=114,
isotopes near Z=120 and N=184 might gain from increased stability and thus
become accessible to experimental studies. These considerations are supported
by results from recent theoretical investigations based on self-consistent nu-
clear models, which obtain increased stability for nuclei in the region of Z=120
and N=184 with certain parameter sets for the nuclear forces [126, 128].

Two questions that had remained unanswered for a long time were re-
cently tackled experimentally: Which is the maximum angular momentum
that heavy nuclei can bear during the formation process, and what is the de-
gree of deformation in the ground state? The observation of high-spin states
(I ≥ 10) gives information on the fission barrier of heavy nuclei at high-angular
momentum. This information is important for understanding the mechanism
of the synthesis, since the fission barrier governs the survival probability. In
fact, it is a priori not obvious that high-spin states of shell-stabilized nuclei will
even survive against fission. Secondly, the stability of the isotopes that have so
far been discovered of elements beyond fermium is predicted to arise from the
ability of the nucleus to deform. However, a direct proof and a measurement
of the degree of deformation was still missing.

The standard method for identifying high-spin states is in-beam γ spec-
troscopy, but it is rarely used for studying very heavy nuclei because of the
overwhelming fission background. This problem was overcome in recent ex-
periments at the Argonne superconducting linear accelerator ATLAS and at
the cyclotron of the University of Jyväskylä by using the recoil-detection tech-
nique [134, 135] described in Sect. 2.4.

The first reaction studied was 48Ca + 208Pb→ 254No + 2n, which has a
relatively high cross-section of 3 μb. The important result was the observation
of the ground-state rotational band up to spin 18. The experiments demon-
strated that shell effects stabilize heavy nuclei up to such high-spin values and
that 254No is indeed a deformed nucleus. From the energies of the transitions,
a quadrupole deformation parameter β2=0.27± 0.02 was deduced, which is in
excellent agreement with theoretical predictions [71, 78, 125, 126, 132, 136–
139]. The nucleus 254No is a prolate spheroid with an axis ratio of 4:3. A
review on more recent in-beam studies of rotational bands of nuclei in the
region of 252No is given in [140].

The reason for the increased stability of nuclei near Z=100 and N=152 at
relatively large deformation is the existence of large gaps between the single-
particle Nilsson levels at deformation, which results in compression of levels
below and above the gaps. If the Fermi level is within such a band of close-lying
levels and levels of both high and low spin exist, relatively low-lying high-spin
K isomers can be formed. A detailed knowledge of the spectroscopic properties
of these levels is particularly interesting since levels could be involved which
are relevant for the location of the shell closures in the region of spherical
SHEs.
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Experimentally, the first K isomers in the region of interest were mea-
sured already 34 years ago [141]. These were the T1/2= 1.8 s isomer in 250Fm
and the 0.28 s isomer in 254No. A revival of more detailed studies of isomeric
states in the region of heavy elements started in 2001 with the observation
of a T1/2= 6.0 ms isomer at an energy of 1.13 MeV in 270Ds and its interpre-
tation as a K isomer [76], see Fig. 6. For the deformation of this nucleus the
level gaps at Z=108 and N=162 are responsible. Single particle energies in
the region of interest were calculated, using, e.g., the macroscopic–microscopic
model [71, 137] or a self-consistent mean field approach [129]. Extensive the-
oretical studies of K isomers in the region of heavy and superheavy elements
were published in [142, 143]. Recently, experiments were performed for de-
tailed investigation of K isomers in 254No, 252No, 250Fm, and 256Fm [144–148].

5 Nuclear Reactions

The main features which determine the fusion process of heavy ions are (1)
the fusion barrier and the related beam energy and excitation energy, (2)
the ratio of surface tension versus Coulomb repulsion which determines the
fusion probability and which strongly depends on the asymmetry of the reac-
tion partners (the product Z1Z2 at fixed Z1 +Z2), (3) the impact parameter
(centrality of collision) and related angular momentum, and (4) the ratio of
neutron evaporation and of γ emission versus the fission of the compound
nucleus.

In fusion reactions toward SHEs the product Z1Z2 reaches extremely large
and the fission barrier extremely small values. In addition, the fission barrier
itself is ‘fragile’, because it is solely built up from shell effects (see Sect. 4).
For these reasons the fusion of interest for production of SHEs is hampered
twofold: (1) in the entrance channel by a high probability for re-separation
and (2) in the exit channel by a high probability for fission. In contrast, the
fusion of lighter elements proceeds unhindered through the contracting effect
of the surface tension and the evaporation of neutrons instead of fission.

Cross-section data obtained in reactions for production of heavy elements
are plotted in Fig. 12. As already described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, 1n and 2n
reactions with 208Pb and 209Bi targets lead to low-excitation energies of about
10–15 and 15–25 MeV, respectively (therefore named cold fusion) whereas
reactions with actinide targets yield excitation energies of 35–45 MeV (hot
fusion) with the 3n and 4n channels being particular interesting. The lowest
cross-section value was measured to be 31 fb for the production of element
113 in cold fusion [42]. This is the extreme limit presently set by experimental
constraints. Considering the already long irradiation time of ≈2 weeks to reach
a cross-section of 1 pb, it seems difficult to perform systematic studies at this
cross-section level or even below. Further improvement of the experimental
conditions is mandatory. Note in this context that the experimental sensitivity
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increased by three orders of magnitude since the 1982–1983 LBNL–GSI search
experiment for element 116 [149] using a hot-fusion reaction, see Fig. 12(d).

Fig. 12. Measured cross-sections for fusion reactions with 208Pb and 209Bi targets
and evaporation of one (a) and two (b) neutrons and for fusion reactions with
actinide targets and evaporation of three (c) and four neutrons (d). Values (N–Z)/2
characterize the neutron excess of the projectile (See also Plate 24 in the Color Plate
Section)

The cross-sections for elements up to 113 decrease by a factor of 4 per
element in the case of cold fusion (1n channel) and those for elements lighter
than 110 by a factor of 10 in the case of hot fusion (4n channel). The decrease
is explained as a combined effect of increasing probability for re-separation of
projectile and target nucleus and fission of the compound nucleus. Theoretical
considerations and studies, see, e.g., [19, 37, 102, 150–154] suggest that the
steep decrease of cross-sections for cold-fusion reactions with increasing Z
may be strongly linked to increasing re-separation probability at high values
of Z1Z2 while hot fusion cross-sections mainly drop because of strong fission
losses at high-excitation energies and decreasing fission barrier already in the
ground state.
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Fig. 13. Measured cross-sections of hot-fusion reactions (upper panel) and calculated
fission barriers [80, 155] (lower panel), revealing the mutual relation between these
two quantities (see text for details). The figure is taken from [101]

Extremely small cross-section values result by extrapolating these data
into the region of element 114 and beyond. However, the experimental data
in the case of hot fusion reveal an opposite trend. The cross-sections increase
again and reach maximum values of about 5 pb at element 114 and 116 for
both 3n and 4n evaporation channels, Fig. 12(c) and (d). Only relatively high
cross-section limits exist for element 116 and 118 in the case of cold fusion.

The mutual relation between measured cross-sections and calculated fis-
sion barriers is plotted in Fig. 13. As discussed before, cross-sections and
fission barriers decrease up to element 110 whereas both values increase again
beyond. The reason that the cross-sections increase less than the fission barri-
ers could be that the latter quantities are actually smaller than predicted or,
which seems more likely, that increasing Coulomb repulsion in the entrance
channel leads to a reduced fusion probability.
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The height of the fission barriers is approximately the negative of the
ground-state shell correction energy plotted in Fig. 9a. This is so because
the fission barriers are mainly determined by the ground-state shell correc-
tion energy in the region of heavy elements, where the liquid-drop barrier
vanishes, e.g., for 296116 the fission-barrier height is 6.5 MeV (see Fig. 13) and
the ground-state shell correction energy is –7 MeV (see Fig. 9a). The small
difference of 0.5 MeV is due to the shell correction energy at the saddle point.
This value is in agreement with the result of a recent theoretical study of
saddle-point shell correction energies [130]. Therefore, the negative values of
the shell correction energy plotted in Fig. 9a represent a good approximation
to the fission-barrier heights in the whole region of heavy elements. As can
be seen from Fig. 13, minimum values are obtained at Z=110 and N=170
while maximum values result for elements Z=114–116 and N=180–184. In
the region of deformed nuclei, which is the domain of cold-fusion reactions,
the maximum values are at Z=108 and N=162. Beyond, fission barriers de-
crease with increasing element number. This implies that in the case of cold
fusion at least up to element 114 decreasing fission barriers further reduce
the cross-sections in addition to the increasing probability for re-separation
of projectile and target in the entrance channel.

Locally, an increase of the cross-section by a factor of 5.8 was measured for
darmstadtium in cold-fusion reaction when the beam was changed from 62Ni
to 64Ni. It was speculated that this increase could be due to the increased value
of the projectile neutron number. However, the assumption was not confirmed
in the case of element 112 which was synthesized using the most neutron-rich
stable zinc isotope with mass number 70. The isotopic dependence of fusion
cross-sections, including the possible use of radioactive neutron-rich beams,
was discussed in several recent publications [160–167].

A number of excitation functions was measured for the synthesis of ele-
ments from nobelium to darmstadtium using lead and bismuth targets [19].
For the even elements these data are shown together with the two data
points measured for 278112 in Fig. 14. The maximum evaporation residue
cross-section (1n channel) was measured at beam energies well below a one-
dimensional fusion barrier [156]. At the optimum beam energy projectile and
target are just reaching the contact configuration in a central collision. The
relatively simple fusion barrier based on the Bass model [156] is too high
and a tunnelling process through this barrier cannot explain the measured
cross-section. Various processes may result in a lowering of the fusion barrier.
Among these processes transfer of nucleons and an excitation of vibrational
degrees of freedom are most important [157, 158, 168].

Target nuclei of actinide targets are strongly deformed and the height of
the Coulomb barrier depends on the orientation of the deformation axes. Two
of the measured excitation functions for production of 292114 and 283112 [101]
after evaporation of four and three neutrons, respectively, are shown in Fig. 14.
A comparison with the cold fusion data reveals that the element 114 excitation
function is located completely above the Bass contact configuration which was
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Fig. 14. Left side: Measured excitation functions of even elements from ruther-
fordium to element 112 produced in reactions with 208Pb targets and beams from
50Ti to 70Zn. The data were measured in experiments at SHIP. For comparison
the excitation function for synthesis of element 114 in the reaction 48Ca+ 244Pu is
plotted in the bottom panel [101]. The arrows mark the energy at reaching a contact
configuration using the model by Bass [156]. Right panel: Comparison of the cross-
sections as function of the excitation energy E* for quasifission (σQF), compound-
nucleus fission (σF), and evaporation residues (σER) for the reaction 48Ca+ 238U.
The figure on the right side is taken from [101] (See also Plate 25 in the Color Plate
Section)

calculated for a mean radius of the deformed target nucleus. In addition, the
curves for the hot-fusion reactions are significantly broader, e.g., 10.6 instead
of 4.6 MeV (FWHM) as measured for 265Hs.

In the right side of Fig. 14 the fusion–evaporation excitation function is
compared with the yield of quasi-fission and compound nucleus fission [169].
At low-projectile energies nuclear reactions can occur only at polar orientation
of the deformed target nucleus. In the upper part of the figure the orientation
at the touching point and the corresponding Coulomb energy is indicated.
Although the excitation energy of the compound nucleus would be low, about
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Fig. 15. Energy-against-distance diagram for the reaction of an almost spherical
64Ni projectile with a spherical 208Pb target nucleus resulting in the deformed fu-
sion product 271110 after emission of one neutron. At the center-of-mass energy of
236.2 MeV, the maximum cross-section was measured. In the top panel, the reaction
partners are represented by their nuclear potentials (Woods–Saxon) at the contact
configuration where the initial kinetic energy is exhausted by the Coulomb potential.
At this configuration projectile and target nuclei are 14 fm apart from each other.
This distance is 2 fm larger than the Bass contact configuration [156], where the
mean radii of projectile and target nucleus are in contact. In the bottom panel, the
outermost proton orbitals are shown at the contact point. For the projectile 64Ni,
an occupied 1f7/2 orbit is drawn, and for the target 208Pb an empty 1h9/2 orbit. The
protons circulate in a plane perpendicular to the drawing. The Coulomb repulsion,
and thus the probability for separation, is reduced by the transfer of protons. In this
model, the fusion is initiated by transfer (see also [157, 158]). The figure is taken
from [159] (See also Plate 26 in the Color Plate Section)
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20–25 MeV resulting in reduced fission probability of the compound nucleus,
the nuclei do not fuse but re-separate with high probability at this elon-
gated configuration. Only the compact configuration in the case of equatorial
collisions results in fusion despite the fact that the excitation energy of the
compound nucleus is considerably higher, i.e., about 35–40 MeV.

It has been pointed out [170–172] that projectile and target nuclei with a
closed-shell configuration are favorable for synthesizing SHEs. The reason is
not only a low (negative) reaction Q-value and thus a low-excitation energy,
but also that fusion of such systems is connected with a minimum of energy
dissipation. The fusion path proceeds along cold-fusion valleys, where the re-
action partners maintain kinetic energy up to the closest possible distance.
In the case of cold fusion with spherical targets the maximum fusion yield is
obtained at projectile energies just enough high so that projectile and target
nucleus come to rest when just the outer orbits are in contact. The config-
uration at this point is plotted in Fig. 15. From there on the fusion process
occurs well ordered along paths of minimum dissipation of energy. Empty or-
bits above the closed shell nucleus 208Pb favor a transfer of nucleons from
the projectile to the target and thus initiate the fusion process. An adequate
theoretical description of this process is the application of the two-center shell
model [173–176].

On a first glance the situation seems to be different in the case of hot fusion.
The maximum of the excitation function is located at the higher energy side
of the value needed to reach the contact configuration according to the Bass
model [156], see Fig. 14. However, taking into account the deformation of the
target nucleus and considering fusion at equatorial orientation, it is evident
that the projectile and target nuclei come to rest when just the outer orbits are
in contact. This distance corresponds to the energy, where the maximum yield
is measured, see Fig. 14. It is, like in cold fusion located on the left side of the
‘Bass’ contact configuration for deformed nuclei at equatorial collisions. Also
in this case the empty orbits in the equatorial plane of the prolate deformed
target nucleus favor the transfer of nucleons.

At low-projectile energies, where a contact configuration at zero kinetic
energy in the center of mass system is reached only in polar collisions, the
nuclei do not fuse. The reasons are, firstly, that at the elongated configuration
re-separation is enhanced due to the unfavorable ratio of Coulomb repulsion
and surface attraction and, secondly, due to the occupied Nilsson levels origi-
nating from orbits of high spin in the target nucleus, which hinders a transfer
of nucleons from the projectile to the target. Recent experimental work is
aiming to study the transition from fusion with deformed actinide target nu-
clei and light projectiles, e.g., 12C or 16O, where polar collisions at low-beam
energy result in enhanced sub-barrier fusion, to heavier projectiles like 48Ca
just described, as function of the projectile mass and charge [177].

Figure 16 illustrates the two different scenarios of reactions starting from
an elongated and a compact configuration. Triggered by the recent experi-
mental success of heavy element synthesis, a number of theoretical studies
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were performed or are in progress, aiming to obtain a detailed quantitative
understanding of the reaction processes involved in heavy element synthe-
sis [153, 161, 168, 178–187].

Fig. 16. Three dimensional potential energy surface as function of elongation and
mass asymmetry for the reaction 48Ca+ 248Cm. Two scenarios are shown: On the
left side for a reaction at low-projectile energy so that contact can occur only at
polar orientation. On the right side the projectile energy is high enough so that
contact occurs also at equatorial orientation. In both cases the projectile energies
are chosen so that the kinetic energy in the center of mass system is zero at the
contact configuration. The rectangular plane marks the total energy. It is drawn
through the potential energy at contact. The difference between this plane and the
curved potential energy surface is mainly kinetic energy in the entrance channel,
after contact mainly intrinsic excitation energy of the system. The valleys in the
potential energy surface are due to shell effects of the reaction partners. After contact
the paths of the configuration in the plane of total kinetic energy is influenced by the
structure of the potential energy surface. Trajectories above the valleys are favored
due to enhanced conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy, which results
in re-separation dominantly with the double magic 208Pb as one of the reaction
partners. Due to the longer distance from contact to the compound system (boarder
on the left), the probability for re-separation is higher in the case of the elongated
configuration. Therefore, the fusion cross-section is considerably smaller as in the
case of the compact configuration, although the excitation energy of the compound
nucleus, marked by the length of the double arrow on the left, is significantly smaller,
about 20 MeV instead of 40MeV. The main part of the figure has been provided by
courtesy of V.I. Zagrebaev (2007) (See also Plate 27 in the Color Plate Section)

Due to the great uncertainty concerning the influence of the various steps
in the fusion of heavy elements, more and more precise experimental data are
needed. It is especially important that various combinations of projectile and
target be investigated, from very asymmetric systems to symmetric ones, stud-
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ied for both fusion and transfer reactions, the latter for systems as heavy as
238U + 248Cm [189], and that excitation functions are measured. This provides
information on how fast the cross-section decreases with increasing energy due
to fission of the compound nucleus, and how fast cross-sections decrease on
the low-energy side due to the fusion barrier and re-separation of projectile
and target nuclei. From both slopes, information about the shape of the fission
and the fusion barriers can be obtained. At a high enough cross-section, these
measurements can be complemented by in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy using the
RDT method in order to study the influence of angular momentum on the
fusion and survival probability [134, 190, 191].

6 Summary and Outlook

The experimental work of the last three decades has shown that cross-sections
for the synthesis of the heaviest elements do not decrease continuously as it
was measured up to the production of element 112 using a cold-fusion re-
action. Recent data on the synthesis of elements 113–116 and 118 in Dubna
using hot fusion break this trend when the region of spherical SHEs is reached.
Some of the results originally obtained in Dubna were confirmed in indepen-
dent experiments and with different methods, including the use of chemical,
element-specific properties. Due to the systematic study of different reactions
for the production of SHEs and the measurement of excitation functions, the
present assignment of the measured decay chains to new relatively neutron-
rich isotopes of SHEs is highly reliable. Results of independent experiments
supported the assignment and the correctness of the published data. The
region of the predicted spherical SHEs has finally been reached and the ex-
ploration of the ‘island’ has started and can be performed even on a relatively
high cross-section level.

The progress towards the exploration of the island of spherical SHEs is
difficult to predict. However, despite the exciting new results, many questions
of more general character are still awaiting an answer. New developments
will not only make it possible to perform experiments aimed at synthe-
sizing new elements in reasonable measuring times, but will also allow for
a number of various other investigations covering reaction physics and
spectroscopy.

One can hope that, during the coming years, more data will be measured
in order to promote a better understanding of the stability of the heaviest
elements taking into account the fundamental properties of the nuclear forces.
A microscopic description of the fusion process will be needed for an effective
explanation of all measured phenomena in the case of low-dissipative energies.
Then, the relationships between fusion probability and stability of the fusion
products will result in accurate predictions of the production yield of SHEs
using various reaction mechanisms.
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An opportunity for the continuation of experiments in the region of
SHEs at low cross-sections afford, among others, further accelerator devel-
opments [134, 135]. High-current beams and radioactive beams are options
for the future. At increased beam currents, values of tens of particle-μA’s
may become accessible, the cross-section level for the performance of experi-
ments can be shifted down into the region of tens of femtobarns, and excitation
functions can be measured on the level of tenths of picobarns. High currents,
in turn, call for the development of new targets and separator improvements.
Radioactive ion beams, not as intense as the ones with stable isotopes, will
allow for approaching the closed neutron shell N=184 already at lighter ele-
ments. The study of the fusion process using radioactive neutron-rich beams
will be highly interesting.

The half-lives of spherical SHEs are expected to be relatively long. Based
on nuclear models, which are effective predictors of half-lives in the region of
the heaviest elements, values from microseconds to years have been calculated
for various isotopes. This wide range of half-lives encourages the application
of a wide variety of experimental methods in the investigation of SHEs, from
the safe identification of short-lived isotopes by recoil-separation techniques
to atomic physics experiments on trapped ions, and to the investigation of
chemical properties of SHEs using long-lived isotopes. Finally, on the basis of
a broader knowledge of the properties of SHEs and the mechanisms of their
synthesis, it will become possible to answer reliably the questions, if SHEs
could be produced in nature and where the highest probability may exists for
finding them.
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